Warning: Spoiler Alert

STOP

On the next page of this document you will find information
about the help cards for one of the riddles in EXIT: The
Return to the Abandoned Cabin.
The information only pertains to production code
692682-02-161221, which can be found at the bottom of
page 8 of the rulebook.
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One Final Tip
Any game materials that you successfully used to help solve a riddle
should be set aside. That way, you will be able to keep track of the
materials more easily and won’t get them mixed up.
The only thing you will need for several of the riddles are the
illustrations of the locations.
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Thames & Kosmos thanks all those who took part in the development, design,
production, sales, marketing, distribution, and support of the EXIT: The Game
series since its start in 2016. Many thanks to all the game testers as well! And
thanks to you, the EXIT game players!

The Game Begins
What are you waiting for? Start the stopwatch and solve the secret of
the abandoned cabin before it’s too late!
Starting now, you are allowed to look at the cabin from the outside
and begin solving riddles. If anything is unclear, don’t be shy about
looking something up in the rulebook during the game.
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Moon Riddle Help Cards Clarification *
1ST CLUEthe 1st Clue card refers to italicized font on the riddle
For the riddle with the symbol,
be able to solve this riddle,
card, but the riddle cardToyouis
not
italicized.
Disregard this sentence in the clue card.
will
needyet
to have
found
riddle cards C, I, L, and N, along
with the newspaper sheet. If you
do not have everything yet, you
will first have to solve a
different riddle.
You have found three parts of a
Roman painting. The tape strips ST
show you how the pictures fit
together.
To be able to solve this riddle,
Note the certificateyou
of will need to have found
authenticity regarding
thiscards C, I, L, and N, along
riddle
artwork. The important
parts
with
theare
newspaper sheet. If you
written in italic script.
do not have everything yet, you
will first have to solve a
different riddle.

1 CLUE

You have found three parts of a
Roman painting. The tape strips
show you how the pictures fit
together.
Note the certificate of
authenticity regarding this
artwork. The important parts are
written in italic script.

1ST CLUEthe 2nd Clue card refers to italicized font on the riddle
For the riddle with the symbol,
able to solve this riddle,
card but the riddle cardToyou
isbewill
not
yet
italicized.
Disregard this phrase in the clue card.
need
to have
found
riddle cards C, I, L, and N, along
with the newspaper sheet. If you
do not have everything yet, you
will first have to solve a
different riddle.

2ND CLUE

You have found three parts of a
Roman painting. The tape strips
show you how the pictures
fitsides,” “Roman,” “put a
“From all
together. number on” — that’s what you’ll

notice
Note the certificate
of if you just look at the italic
authenticity regarding
this of the certificate of
portions
artwork. The important parts are
authenticity.
written in italic script.
What do you think is meant by
“from all sides”?
You will find some fascinating
information on the topic
of Roman numerals in the
newspaper — see the article in
the bottom left.
Try viewing the picture “from all
sides.”

*

This information only pertains to production code 692682-02-161221. Future productions will have the correct italics on card N.

